IMAGING STUDY FOR LIVER SEGMENT 9 PORTOBILIARY ANATOMY IN ADULTS
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ABSTRACT

Background: The main goal of this research was to clarify the existence of a paracaval area as the most common location for liver malignancies. Material and Methods: On 30 cadaveric human liver specimens of adults the injection-corrosive method was used. Portal vein segmentation, and then types of segment 9 subdivision were determined in 27 portobiliary casts of proper quality with the help of a magnifying lens. Results: The results confirmed four different types: type I only with 9d portal branches in 3.71%; type II with 9c and 9d portal branches and biliary ducts in 14.81%; type III with 9b, 9c, and 9d portal branches and only 9b and 9c biliary ducts also in 14.81%; and type IV with portal branches and biliary ducts of all subsegments in 66.67% of cases. Conclusion: This investigation confirms the complete presence of all three subsegments in 66.67% and partially in the remaining 33.33% of cases.
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INTRODUCTION

The worldwide used numbering system for liver segments is the Couinaud’s (1954) classification into I-VIII segments. Previously its application was reported during sonography, CT and MR imaging-Gerald DD III (1993),[5] as well as during anatomical basic investigation Arora et al. (2003)[7] and Rajput et al. (2014).[8] But, regarding segment I we propose the new Couinaud’s consideration on liver anatomy with special accent on the dorsal sector (1989, 1999).[9,10]

Despite this, other investigators and clinicians have accepted the Kuman’s (1985)[11] caudate lobe subdivision into three parts -the Spieghel lobe, the paracaval portion and the caudate process. Derived from the report done by hepatopancreatobiliary surgeons-Feng et al. (2015)[12] about resection of caudate lobe hemangioma, it may be concluded that Spieghel lobe is equal to the Couinaud’s segment I, and the paracaval portion is equal to the Couinaud’s segment IX.

Since the question on the existence or nonexistence of the liver segment 9 i.e. paracaval portion is still open, we found it necessary to continue with investigation of this paracaval area.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

On the 30 cadaveric human liver specimens of adults the injection-corrosive method was applied. Uncolored odontolitic acrylate into the portal trunk and yellow colored one into the common hepatic duct was injected and then injected elements were ligated. After polymerization the specimen underwent to corrosion with concentrated HCl acid. Also, on a few specimens, due to a previously study, the proper hepatic artery with red colored odontolitic acrylate was injected. A total of 27 acrylate casts were of proper quality whereas the 3 remaining had incomplete filling. With the help of magnifying lens were analyzed:

1. Intrahepatic portal vein branching pattern.
2. Intrahepatic biliary ducts confluence.

Based on the Couinaud’s (1999)[6] concept of liver segmentation nine portal vein segments were determined and then a schematic drawing was made. As to segment 9 on the basis of presence of its portal and biliary elements the constituent subsegments-b, c, and d and types of subdivision were determined.

In accordance with the proposed terminology of liver anatomy and resections-Brisbane 2000 by Terminology Committee of the IHPBA and their suggestion[9] in the Couinaud’s numbering system the Roman numerals are replaced with Arabic ones. So, the segments were numbered from 1 to 9 and to segment 1 the shortcuts 1RP for right portion, 1LP for left portion, cp for caudate process, pp for papillary process, s for superficial branch and p for profound branch were used. Also, shortcuts 9b, 9c, and 9d were used for segment 9 subsegments.
As a descriptive statistics the percentage of obtained frequencies was determined.

RESULTS

According to the determined intrahepatic portal vein and biliary duct ramification for each specimen the liver segmental division into 1-9 segments was established. Then, on the basis of presence of segment 9 subsegments (b, c, and d) four types of subdivision were noticed.

Type I: presence only of subsegment 9d portal branches in one case-3.71% (see Fig. 1).

Type II: presence of subsegment 9c and 9d portal branches and biliary ducts in four cases-14.81% (see Fig. 2).

Type III: presence of subsegment 9b, 9c and 9d portal branches and only of subsegment 9b and 9c biliary ducts in another four cases-14.81% (see Fig. 3).

Type IV: presence of all subsegment 9b, 9c and 9d portal branches and biliary ducts in 18 cases-66.67% (see Fig. 4).

Figure 1: Case no. VIII with type I of segment 9 subdivision; A. Scheme of a portal segmentation outlining on the diaphragmatic surface; B. Diaphragmatic view of the portobiliary cast; C. Scheme of a portal segmentation outlining on the visceral surface; D. Visceral view of the portobiliary cast.
Figure 2: Case no. I with type II of segment 9 subdivision; A. Scheme of a portal segmentation outlining on the diaphragmatic surface; B. Diaphragmatic view of the portobiliary cast; C. Scheme of a portal segmentation outlining on the visceral surface; D. Visceral view of the portobiliary cast.

Figure 3: Case no. X with type III of segment 9 subdivision; A. Scheme of a portal segmentation outlining on the diaphragmatic surface; B. Diaphragmatic view of the portobiliary cast; C. Scheme of a portal segmentation outlining on the visceral surface; D. Visceral view of the portobiliary cast.
DISCUSSION

From the anatomical point of view, existence of short or small hepatic veins and their openings directly into the retrohepatic inferior vena cava (RHIVC) was mainly reported. In our previous investigations, despite 2 or 3 large openings into the upper part of RHIVC, openings of medium or small-sized hepatic vein on the medium and lower thirds of RHIVC were confirmed.\(^{[10]}\)

From the surgical point of view, in the retrohepatic tunnel of inferior vena cava avascular zone did not exist because of the presence of relatively small vessels, which was reported by the acknowledged Chinese surgeons Zheng et al. (2017).\(^{[11]}\) They consider disadvantage of the Liver Hanging Maneuver i.e. anterior approach for liver resection that it may cause bleeding due to injury to the short hepatic vein or the inferior vena cava in front of the RHIVC.

In contribution to the anatomy of this paracaval area is the anatomical knowledge of two eminent surgeons, Masamitsu Kumon from Japan\(^{[12]}\) and Claude Couinaud from France.\(^{[6]}\)

The aim of Kumon’s study published in the end of the last century\(^{[7]}\) and now translated into English\(^{[12]}\) was to give definition and to determine the extent and clinical significance of the caudate lobe. In this study the caudate lobe was defined as an independent part of liver composed by Spieghel lobe, paracaval portion and caudate process portion. To determine the extent of area supplied by the paracaval branch 19/23 livers were classified into 3 categories: (1) the paracaval branch reaching the liver surface beneath the diaphragm; (2) the paracaval branch distributed on the anterior aspect of the inferior vena cava and the dorsal aspect of the root of the major hepatic veins, but not reaching the liver surface; or (3) the paracaval branch supplying a small region. These study findings showed that the paracaval portion of the liver was most important for clarifying the extent of the caudate lobe and that complete resection of the paracaval portion branches seemed limited because these branches may supply a large area.

Couinaud (1999)\(^{[6]}\) proposed the term “dorsal sector” to the area including the caudate lobe and a prolongation in the posterior surface of the right liver. The author described two portions: a left dorsal sector i.e. caudate lobe formally named segment I, and a right dorsal sector formerly named segment IX. Right dorsal sector was completely incorporated in the posterior surface of the right liver. This portion was subdivided into three subsegments which were in contact with the vena cava: RDSb under the interval between the middle and right superior hepatic veins, RDSc under the large right superior hepatic vein, and RDSd posterior to a vertical plane passing through the right superior hepatic vein. Anteriorly the right dorsal sector was fused with segments VIII (RDSb and RDSc) and VII (RDSd). The limit between left and right portions was variable, and
followed a sagittal plane passing by the left margin of the vena cava.

The present study results confirm Couinaud’s concept about the existence of left and right dorsal sectors. Also, the determined types of segment 9 liver subdivision, pointing at the variable extent of this segment, are in agreement with his findings that several segments may be missing.

Regarding the surgical importance of dorsal sector Couinaud’s conclusion was that approach of the anterior aspect of vena cava, and section of the dorsal overlapping pedicles not controlled by interruption of the right or left portal pedicles may lead to blood oozing or biliary leak.

According to Chaib et al. (2009) anterior hepatic transaction was recommended for tumor located in the paracaval portion of the caudate lobe (segment IX).

As presented in the study of Feng et al. (2015), during liver resection anterior approach to the paracaval portion, left approach to the Spieghel’s lobe, and right approach to the caudate process were recommended.

CONCLUSION

This study confirms the existence of liver segment 9 i.e. the caudate lobe paracaval portion. Being a part of the neighboring segments, mainly the complete presence of all three subsegments (9b, 9c, and 9d) in 66.67% and partialy in the remaining 33.33% of cases was found.
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